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1 Introduction

�Chek is a multi-valued symbolic model-checker [CDE01a,CDEG01]. It is a general-
ization of an existing symbolic model-checking algorithm to an algorithm for a multi-
valued extension of CTL (�CTL). Given a system and a �CTL property, �Chek returns
the degree to which the system satisfies the property. By multi-valued logic we mean a
logic whose values form a finite quasi-boolean distributive lattice. The meet and join
operations of the lattice are interpreted as the logical and and or, respectively. The nega-
tion is given by a lattice dual-automorphism with period 2, ensuring the preservation of
involution of negation (::a = a) and De Morgan laws. For example, a 3-valued logic
of abstraction (3), consisting of values true (T), maybe (M), and false (F), is given in
Figure 1(a), where the negation operator is defined as: :T = F, :F = T, and :M = M.

Multi-valued logics have a wide range of uses in modeling. For example, the logic
3 allows for a natural representation of abstract or partial systems. In this case, the
value maybe is used to represent state variables that are not known to be either true
or false. Furthermore, additional values can be added to the logic to support better
granularity, often useful for iterative refinement of partial systems. Although there are
several techniques for verifying such systems [BG99], to our knowledge, �Chek is the
first symbolic model-checker that attacks this problem directly, without reducing it to
several classical model-checking problems first.

Since a product of quasi-boolean logics is also quasi-boolean, these logics are the
natural choice for reasoning about disagreements and inconsistencies between different
viewpoints (also known as aspects, or features). With quasi-boolean logics, it is pos-
sible to combine different viewpoints into a single system without first resolving their
inconsistencies or assigning priorities to them [EC01]. For example, if we are interested
in combining two partial viewpoints, each specified using the logic 3, we can use the
product logic 3x3 (see Figure 1(b)) to represent their composition. In this case, the logic
value TF represents information specified to be true in the first viewpoint, and false in
the second; MT represents information that is underspecified in the first viewpoint, and
is true in the second, etc. Properties of such a composition can then be verified us-
ing �Chek. Furthermore, counter-examples can help the analyst identify the important
disagreements, that is, disagreements that affect the properties of interest. The results
of this analysis can guide a negotiation between stakeholders to resolve the important
disagreements first, leaving resolution of other disagreements until later stages of the
design process.
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Fig. 1. Some multi-valued logics: (a) 3 – 3-valued logic of abstraction; (b) 3x3 – a product logic.
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Fig. 2. Models of the thermostat. (a) Heater aspect; (b) AC aspect; (c) a combined model over
logic 3x3; (d) witness for a temporal logic property.

Furthermore, �Chek does not require that the logic values be interpreted as truth
values. For example, the logic values can be interpreted as sets of propositional formu-
lae, thus making �Chek a solver for CTL query checking problems [BG01,GDC02].

Verification using �Chek proceeds similarly to verification using a classical model-
checker, with the most complicated part being the correct formalization of the prop-
erties. Although �Chek does not provide any tools to address this problem, all of the
standard techniques, such as property patterns of Dwyer et al [DAC99], can be used
with it. This is possible because �CTL is syntactically equivalent to CTL, and seman-
tically derived from CTL by replacing existential quantification by disjunction, and
universal quantification by conjunction. This definition of �CTL ensures that �Chek is
equivalent to a classical model-checker when the classical boolean logic is used for the
analysis [CDEG01].

2 Overview and Example

We illustrate the use of �Chek on a simple example of a thermostat controller. The
thermostat is described using two aspects: Heater and Air Conditioner (AC). The Heater
aspect is responsible for activating the heat when the temperature drops below desired,
and the AC aspect is responsible for activating the air conditioning. We first model
each of the aspects individually, and then merge them to produce the final model of the
thermostat.
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Property Result

E[:Below U (:Below ^ Heat)] FF
AG(Heat! :Air) TT

EX(EX Running = FF) TT
Table 1. Verification results.

The Heater aspect, described in Figure 2(a), consists of a switch to turn the ther-
mostat on and off (Running), one temperature indicator (Below), and a variable indi-
cating whether the heater is on (Heat). Notice that in the states OFF and IDLE1, the
current temperature is unknown. This can be modeled by splitting these states, assign-
ing Below a value T in one copy and F in another. Alternatively, we model this using the
logic 3, assigning Below the value M, as shown in Figure 2(a). The AC aspect, shown
in Figure 2(b), is similar. The resulting models are generalized Kripke structures, called
�Kripke structures, where both transitions and state variables are assigned values from
a multi-valued logic.

In the final step of our construction, we merge the two aspects to construct a mono-
lithic model of the thermostat, shown in Figure 2(c). The composition that was chosen
for this example is similar to parallel asynchronous composition with a special treat-
ment of global (or shared) states. First, we identify the states OFF and IDLE1 as global,
thus requiring that they can only be merged with themselves. Second, we add an en-
vironmental constraint that Above ^ Below is not true, making the state (Heat; AC)
unreachable in the composition.

As a logic of composition, we choose the logic 3x3, shown in Figure 1(b). Values of
state variables in a merged state are computed as follows: a value of a shared variable
is a tuple formed from values of this variable in the original aspects. For example,
the value of Running in state (OFF; OFF) is (F,F), which we write as FF. A value of a
variable that is local to one aspect is a tuple where all elements are equal to the value this
variable has in the “host” aspect. For example, the value of Below in state (IDLE2; AC)
is MM because Below has value M in the Heater aspect and is not present in the AC
aspect. A transition between two states (s1; t1) and (s2; t2) is also multi-valued, and
defined as (R1(s1; s2); R2(t1; t2)), whereRi(x; y) is the value of the transition between
states x and y in system i. For example, the transition between (IDLE2; IDLE2) and
(IDLE1; IDLE1) is FT because the transition between IDLE2 and IDLE1 in the Heater
aspect is F and in the AC aspect is T. This value denotes disagreement between the two
aspects on the value of the transition. We annotate transitions with their values, omitting
FF transitions. The resulting composition is shown in Figure 2(c).

For the purpose of this example, we identify the following three properties: (1) Is
the heat ever turned on before the temperature falls below desired? (2) Is heat on only if
air conditioning is off? (3) When the system is in the state (HEAT; IDLE2), can it reach
the state (OFF; OFF) in two steps? The formalization of these properties in �CTL is
given in Table 1.

Finally, we use �Chek to verify the properties. The results of the verification on
the combined system are summarized in Figure 1. The first property can be verified
directly on the Heater aspect, the second can only be verified on the combined model,
and the third can be verified on either aspect. Thus, the result TT for the third property
is interpreted to mean that the property is T in either of the aspects. However, since the
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combined system still contains disagreements, it is possible that the two aspects agree
on the value of the property but disagree on the reason why it holds. �Chek helps us
discover this problem by generating a witness, shown in Figure 2(d). A witness in the
multi-valued case does not necessarily correspond to a single execution – it might in-
stead be a tree, as in Figure 2(d). This witness shows that the property is satisfied in
the Heater aspect because it is possible for the system to evolve into the OFF state via a
single transition from the HEAT state, and then remain in the OFF state indefinitely. On
the other hand, the AC aspect requires the system to first evolve into the IDLE1 state,
and only then proceed to the OFF state. Moreover, since our counter-example genera-
tor is guaranteed to produce a single common execution if one exists, it follows that
this disagreement is important, and additional negotiation is required. Further analysis
shows that the source of the problem is our decision to make IDLE1 a global (or shared)
state across the aspects.

3 Implementation

�Chek is implemented in Java, and provides support for both model-checking with fair-
ness and the generation of counter-examples (or witnesses). The tool consists of three
components: (1) the model-checking engine itself (�Chek); (2) a counter-example gen-
erator (KEG); (3) a web-based front-end for interactive exploration and visualization of
counter-examples (KegVis).

�Chek receives a �Kripke structure (a multi-valued generalization of a Kripke
structure) K and a �CTL formula ', and produces a value of ' at every state of K.
The modular implementation of �Chek allows it to support a wide variety of speci-
fication languages for �Kripke structures. Currently, these structures can be specified
either explicitly, as directed graphs in XML, or as compositions of modules expressed
in an SMV-like notation. The later enables �Chek to verify SMV models as well as
abstractions and merges of these models.

The actual analysis is performed using different decision diagrams: MDDs and
MBTDDs implemented as a custom decision diagram package [CDE+01b], as well as
BDDs and ADDs using the standard CUDD library. The complexity of model-checking
of a �CTL formula ', under the assumption that all operations on decision diagrams
take constant time, is O(jhj � jSj � j'j), where h is the height of the lattice used in the
model, and S is its state space. Depending on the problem at hand, choosing the right
type of a decision diagram may significantly improve the performance of the algorithm.
A detailed comparison between different decision diagrams is available in [CGD+02].

It is important to note that any multi-valued model-checking problem can be re-
duced to several classical model-checking problems. In fact, if a property ' does not
contain negation, then model-checking of this property using �Chek with BDDs is ex-
actly equivalent to solving several classical problems. If ' does contain negation, then
one must expand the state space by introducing a variable a for every atomic proposi-
tion a, and require the assertion a = :a to hold in every state [BG00]. Then, for every
property with negation over the original model, there is an equivalent property without
negation over the expanded model. Alternatively, a more memory-efficient solution can
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be achieved if all of the classical problems are solved at the same time. The description
of this approach is available in [CGD+02].

Please see [CDEG01,CGD+02] for a more detailed description of the architecture
of �Chek and its application to several realistic case studies. The tool itself can be
downloaded from http://www.cs.toronto.edu/fm.
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